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7:30 pm | begins 8 pm | sundays 6 pm
audiotheque @ artcenter

TUE OCT 25, 2016 | gustavo matamoros
supersonic: tales of sound and speed

TUE NOV 15, 2016 | robert blatt
to listen to silence

WED DEC 21, 2016 | eric gottlieb
frank zappa at 75

TUE MAY 09, 2017 | barron sherer 
mono in flux

WED MAR 01, 2017 | jennie gothschalk
experimental music since 1970

TUE APR 25, 2017 | michael dean
walter benjamin plays the jukebox

SUN MAY 14, 2017 | joseph celli 
lou harrison: pacific rim pioneer

TUE MAY 23, 2017 | kasper toeplitz
europe: a change in paradigm

SAT JUN 09, 2017 | alison knowles
paper weather music

WED JUL 19, 2017 | miguel álvarez, ferrer-molina
anthology: electroacoustics & sound art in spain
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supersonic:  
tales of sound and speed

TUE OCT 25, 2016 | curator: GUSTAVO MATAMOROS

What’s gained when things go by real, real fast?  

Episode one (1) of the fourth season of the 

Listening Club will focus on the music and 

ideas of Russell Frehling, James Tenney, 

Conlon Nancarrow, Chris Mann, as well as Gypsy 

and other fast musics. It will feature examples 

that demonstrate how the ear and the sound mind 

both deal with changes in rates of speed



  

to listen to silence

TUE NOV 15, 2016 | curator: ROBERT BLATT

By removing sound as a compulsory component 

of listening, what is and what does listening 

become? To attempt to answer this question, 

we’ll explore the edges and limits of listening, 

including various examples from music, poetry 

and the visual arts



  

frank zappa at 75

WED DEC 21, 2016 | curator: ERIC GOTTLIEB

Part two of a tribute presentation of Zappa’s 

music in celebration of his 75th birthday



  

experimental music is challenging to pin down because is not a school or even an aesthetic. 

It is, instead, a position — of openness, of inquiry, of uncertainty, of discovery

JENNIE GOTTSCHALK
Experimental Music Since 1970



  

mono in flux

TUE MAY 09, 2017 | curator: BARRON SHERER

A cinematic performance using motion 

picture film projectors by time-based media 

artist Barron Sherer and Gustavo Matamoros. 

The work features mono soundtracked 16mm film 

loops chosen by Sherer (already having a level 

of abstraction from the image). These are fed 

through an spatialization scheme designed and 

operated by Matamoros to situate a changing 

soundscape across four corners at Audiotheque 

for active and interested listeners



  

experimental music since 1970

WED MAR 01, 2017 | curator: JENNIE GOTHSCHALK 

Thoughts and samples of experimental music 

works discussed in her recent book of the same 

name, published by Brooksbury. A collaboration 

with ArtCenter South Florida and Books & Books



  

a dimension not only of sight and sound but of mind

ROD SERLING
The Twilight Zone



  

walter benjamin plays the jukebox

TUE APR 25, 2017 | curator: MICHAEL DEAN

Audio dreams of fevered visionaries



  

lou harrison: pacific rim pioneer

SUN MAY 14, 2017 | curator: JOSEPH CELLI

Honoring Lou Harrison’s 100th birthday, this 

episode will be devoted to his music and a 

discussion of how Cowell, Harrison and 

Cage found very different influences in Asia. 

A collaboration with SoundPrint Asia



a change in paradigm

TUE MAY 23, 2017 | curator: KASPER TOEPLITZ

About the new, experimental, and avant-garde 

music of recent Europe. A collaboration with

Tigertail Productions



  

a sound mind in a sound body is a short, but full description of a happy state in this world: 

he that has these two, has little more to wish for; and he that wants either of them, will be 

little the better for anything else

JOHN LOCKE
Some Thoughts Concerning Education



  

paper weather music

FRI JUN 09, 2017 | curator: ALISON KNOWLES 

Fluxus artist Alison Knowles demonstrates and 

explains the nature and sound capabilities of 

her Paper Weather instruments, some of them 

created during a workshop at ArtCenter. She 

will also present collaborative recordings 

made at our Audiotheque studio



ANTHOLOGY : 
electroacoustics & sound art in spain

WED JUL 19, 2017| curators: M. ALVAREZ, FERRER-MOLINA

Spanish sound artists and theoreticians Ferrer-

Molina and Miguel Álvarez-Fernández will present an 

overview on the historical evolution and current 

situation of electroacoustic music and sound art in 

Spain. From pioneering figures such as Juan García 

Castillejo and José Val del Omar, to the youngest 

generations; the works of different creators in the 

fields of tape music, sounscape, sound installation, 

performance, live electronics, sound poetry, etc. 

will be heard. A collaboration with AMEE



claudia ariano, graphic design

claudiaariano@yahoo.com

305-338-4993 

stephen malagodi, host

spectacularsystem.com

luis colina, intern

mark taylor, intern

and to all the participating artists and audiences that support and join our efforts in building a 

strong and vibrant community for the advancement of experimental music, sound art and other 

forms of alternative sound creation in south florida

produced and presented by Subtropics Organization



Free and open to all, the Listening Club is a club for listening

Audiotheque is an acoustically intimate space ideal for experiencing 

live, electro-acoustic & experimental music in multichannel contexts 

located at Artcenter/South Florida, 924 Lincoln Road.  It is also 

a sound art studio for developing Listening Gallery collaborations,  

subtropics.org residencies and sound art projects

Subtropics Organization is the leading proponent of experimental music 

and sound art in the Southeast of US
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Our 2016-17 season of events is possible with funding from City of Miami Beach’s Cultural 

Affairs Program and Cultural Arts Council; with the support of the Miami-Dade County 

Department of Cultural Affairs and the  Cultural Affairs Council, the Miami-Dade County Mayor 

and Board of County Commissioners. It is sponsored in part by the State of Florida, 

Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on Arts and 

Culture; ArtCenter South Florida; and the Blank Family Foundation

Subtropics.org would like to acknowledge the ongoing support of Sennheiser, leaders in 

superior sound technology


